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Minutes of the Dodge County 
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING 

June 3, 2015  

 
The regular meeting of the Planning Commission was called to order by Richard 
Wolf at 7:00 PM on Wednesday, June 3, 2015.  Present were Planning Commission 
members Harlan Buck, Richard Wolf, Walter Wyttenbach, Joshua Toquam, Darren 
Durst and Minor Buckingham.  Also present were County Commissioner Steve Gray, 
Dave Erickson, and Zoning Administrator, Melissa DeVetter. 
 
Motion by Harlan Buck, seconded by Darren Durst, to approve the agenda and the 
April 1, 2015 minutes.  Motion passed unanimously. 
 
Joel Bigelow – IUP#15-01 
The first public hearing is to consider an application for an Interim Use Permit to 
establish a dwelling on less than 53 acres in the Agricultural District. The parcel is 4 
acres located in the E ½ of the NE ¼ of the SE ¼ of the NW ¼ of Section 21, Milton 
Township. Joel Bigelow is the applicant and Joanne Larrison is the property owner. 
 
Tony Bigelow was present to explain this proposal. They have four acres of land. 
The plan is get a building permit. They don’t have an actual house plan yet. They 
don’t have a buyer yet, but would like to market the property.  
 
Richard Wolf clarified that they plan to sell the property before they build a house. 
 
Tony Bigelow stated that could happen, but they would like to build it if they find a 
client. If they do get approval, they would start their planning with the layout of the 
septic and house.  
 
Melissa DeVetter stated that this request, if granted, will close the quarter section for 
another dwelling on less than 53 acres. One thing that did come up when a site visit 
was done is that there are a lot of depressions on the site. Because of the depth of 
bedrock there was a concern that there might be a sinkhole in the area. There are 
quite a few nearby so we requested that the Department of Natural Resources come 
out to investigate the area. They determined that there are no sinkholes present. 
 
The applicant has indicated that they will have a shared well agreement and they do 
currently have one however, it will have to be updated. The shared well agreement 
is with Ms. Joanne Larrison who is located to the south. They will still have to meet 
the normal requirements for dwelling on less than 53 acres such as a sewage 
treatment system and water supply and meet all the performance standards for the 
district. There is a feedlot to the north however; it is registered for less than 30 
animal units and is outside of the 1,000’ setback radius. This feedlot is owned by Ms. 
Shirley Lien. The department staff based upon the criteria is recommending approval 
of this request.  
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Luke Elias, Milton Township Supervisor, stated that they had a concern, but it was 
addressed and since this will close the quarter section they are fine with it.  There is 
some populace in the area and the land is not suited for anything else.   
 
Motion by Harlan Buck, seconded by Walter Wyttenbach, to close the public hearing.  
Motion passed unanimously. 
 
Richard Wolf inquired about a map in the Findings packet, if the green dot to the 
northwest was the feedlot that Ms. DeVetter was talking about.  
 
Melissa DeVetter stated yes, and the red dots with the yellow circle around them are 
the ones that are registered for 30 or more animal units and required a 1000’ radius.  
 
Richard Wolf clarified that it’s only the 30 or more animal units that require the 1,000’ 
setback. 
 
Melissa DeVetter stated yes. 
 
Richard Wolf inquired where Joanne Larrison property was. 
 
Melissa DeVetter stated that Ms. Larrison is located to the south.  
 
Richard Wolf inquired how close the house was to this property. 
 
Melissa DeVetter stated that she believes it’s approximately 770’ between the area 
that they are proposing the house to be located and the shared well.  
 
Richard Wolf inquired if the feedlot to the north is less than 30 animal units and 
wanted to expand that they couldn’t. 
 
Melissa DeVetter stated that they could expand if they pass the OFFSET of 91%. 
They then could expand without the need for a variance. 
 
Walter Wyttenbach inquired if the shared well was for a cost savings reasons. 
 
Tony Bigelow stated that the shared well agreement was done with Joanne back in 
2002 and yes, it was for a cost savings. 
 
Walter Wyttenbach inquired if there was the ability to drill a new well on these 4 
acres. 
 
Tony Bigelow stated yes, but they have never done any testing so they don’t know. 
 
Minor Buckingham inquired if there was a well on the property to the north where the 
trailer house was. 
 
Melissa DeVetter stated yes and she believes that it is still there.  
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Darrin Durst inquired if this shared well was already shared with the property to the 
west. Mr. Durst questioned whether those two properties are already on this well. 
 
Tony Bigelow stated that they may be, but he did not know. Mr. Bigelow stated that 
in talking to Ms. Larrison it never came up, but he could ask. 
 
Richard Wolf inquired who will sign the Ag. Covenant. Is it the person that is buying 
the house from them? 
 
Melissa DeVetter stated that it’s either the current or the new property owner and in 
this case if Ms. Larrison did sign it; it will travel with this piece of land. Since the 
property is now owned by Mr. Bigelow he will be the one to sign and record it. The 
Ag Covenant will come up in a property search because it will be tied to the parcel.   
 
Motion by Walter Wyttenbach, seconded by Minor Buckingham, to recommend 
approval of the Findings of Facts and Recommendations of the agenda report with 
the following conditions:   (The permittee is put on notice that the violation of any of 
the conditions of the IUP may result in termination of the permit.   
 

1. The Ag Covenant shall be recorded prior to issuance of the Zoning Permit. 
 

2. Dodge County Zoning Permit shall be obtained before construction.   
 

3. The sewage treatment system must meet the requirements of Dodge 
County's Subsurface Sewage Treatment Ordinance No. 4.  A Dodge County 
Sewage Treatment System shall be obtained prior to issuance of the Zoning 
Permit. 

 
4. Driveway access permit/approval shall be obtained from Milton Township. 

 
5. An address shall be obtained from the Dodge County Highway Department. 

 
6. Updated shared well agreement/easement shall be provided to the 

Environmental Services Department to include with a copy of the IUP.   
 
Motion passed unanimously.  

 
Zoning Amendment – ZA#15-02 
The second public hearing is to consider a Zoning Amendment to the Dodge County 
Zoning Ordinance. The proposal includes new and amended language for Chapter 
16: Performance Standards, Section 16.19 Dwelling Units – Single Family Primary, 
Section 16.20 Dwelling Units – Temporary Second, Section 16.49 Towers, Satellite 
Arrays & Antennas and Chapter: 4 Rules and Definitions pertaining to Towers, 
Satellite Arrays & Antennas.    
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Melissa DeVetter explained that the next 3 amendment are relatively simple. As you 
are aware there is the 1,000’ reciprocal setback requirement for a new dwelling from 
an existing feedlot of 30 animal units or more.  This language has previously been in 
the feedlot section. Since we now have a section for single family primary dwellings 
and temporary second dwelling units we felt that this language should be in those 
sections too rather than it just being a statutory reciprocal requirement that we have 
to do because of our feedlot. However, the previously proposed language read as; 
dwelling units shall be located at a setback of 1,000 feet from an existing feedlot, 
unless the dwelling unit is constructed as part of the feedlot site and is occupied by 
the owner of the feedlot. We need to modify it by adding of 30 animal units or more 
language. So after the wording; existing feedlot we will add “of 30 animal units or 
more”. It is not just any feedlot that is reciprocal. There is a similar setback under 
section 19.20 Dwelling Units – Temporary Second that we need to add the same 
language, of 30 animal units or more.  
 
Walter Wyttenbach inquired if other sections of the ordinance will need to be 
changed also.  
 
Melissa DeVetter stated no, this language is already in the feedlot section and it is 
not any different then what we are currently doing.  
 
Ken Folie, representing Canisteo Township and Ashland Township, stated that 
Canisteo and Ashland townships have no objection on these changes.  
 
Richard Wolf stated that they will vote on each one separately however, since we 
have the public hearing still open let’s go through each one now. 
 
Melissa DeVetter reiterated the changes to Section 19.19, item P. and 19.20, item 
Q. that was just discussed.  
 
Melissa DeVetter stated that the next amendment is for Section 16.49 Towers, 
Satellite Arrays & Antennas. There was an order that was handed down from the 
Federal Communication Commission (FCC) and its mandate that the County adopt 
this by April of 2015. We didn’t find this out until after April. It is telling us that there 
are small projects that would not trigger a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) or amended 
Conditional Use Permit that they would allow changes to towers. This would include 
increase in height up to a certain percentage that would not have to come back and 
go through the CUP process. In item 16.49.1 Permitted Use C. the language has 
been modified to include those changes. Item D was added to include temporary 
towers as defined in Chapter 4 of the Dodge County Zoning Ordinance.  
 
Also in Section 16.49.2 item B. the same language change were made to allow the 
substantial change as defined in Chapter 4. 
 
Richard Wolf stated that before they could do that they would have to talk to staff 
first. 
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Melissa DeVetter stated that is correct, the county would have to verify that it is not a 
“substantial change” and that it meets the definition. We would ask them for their 
engineered plans for our review of their proposal. 
 
The changes to Chapter 4, Rules and Definition are the definition that they gave us 
for the Modification and Substantial Changes and Temporary Towers language. 
These definitions will be added to Chapter 4. 
 
Joshua Toquam inquired if just the whole page will be added.  
 
Melissa DeVetter stated that they will be incorporated into Chapter 4 alphabetically.  
 
Richard Wolf inquired if Ken Folie wished to address this. 
 
Ken Folie stated that the Townships that he is representing had no objections to 
these changes. 
 
Motion by Minor Buckingham, seconded by Harlan Buck, to close the public hearing.  
Motion passed unanimously. 
 
Richard Wolf stated that they will now address each one separately. 
 
Melissa DeVetter stated that under Section 16.19 Dwelling Units – Single Family 
Primary, item P. The language, if approved, should read; dwelling units shall be 
located at a setback of 1,000 feet from an existing feedlot of 30 animal units or more, 
unless the dwelling unit is constructed as part of the feedlot site and is occupied by 
the owner of the feedlot.  
 
Motion by Harlan Buck and second by Darren Durst to approve the modification to 
Section 16.19. P. Motion passed unanimously. 
 
Melissa DeVetter stated that the next item is for Section 16.20 Dwelling Units – 
Temporary Second, item Q. The language, if approved, should read; TSDUs shall be 
located at a setback of 1,000 feet from an existing feedlot of 30 animal units or more, 
unless it is constructed as a TSDU serving the single family primary dwelling unit at 
the feedlot site.  
 
Motion by Darren Durst and second by Joshua Toquam to approve the modification 
to Section 16.20. Q.  Motion passed unanimously. 
 
Melissa DeVetter stated that the next item is for Section 16.49 Towers, Satellite 
Arrays & Antennas part 16.49.1 Permitted Uses, item C. This section, if approve, the  
language that will be struck is; that meet the standards of this ordinance and does 
not increase the total height of the tower facility and add the language that reads; 
that does not constitute a Substantial Change as defined in Chapter 4 of the Dodge 
County Zoning Ordinance. Also adding item D. Temporary Towers as defined in 
Chapter 4 of the Dodge County Zoning Ordinance.  
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In Section 16.49.2 item B the language that will be struck is; an increase of the total 
height of the existing tower and the language that will be added is; a Substantial 
Change as defined in Chapter 4. That will be the only language that will be changing 
in Section 16.49.  
 
In Chapter 4, Rule and Definition this language was giving to us by the FCC. The 
addition of this language will define Modification, Substantial Change and Temporary 
Towers.  
 
Motion by Harlan Buck and second by Joshua Toquam to approve the modification 
to Section 16.49 and to Chapter 4 Rules and Definitions. Motion passed 
unanimously 
 
Other Business 
Melissa DeVetter provided the Planning Commission with an updated copy of the 
Findings of Facts & Recommendation for the Byron Sportsman and Conservation 
Club. The Planning Commission reviewed and discussed the revised Findings. From 
the discussion additional language will be added to pages 20 and 21 of 34, 28 and 
29 of 34 that reads; In addition, nearby property owners expressed concerns with 
dust from traffic on the township road and if chloride would be used. However, 
Mantorville Township expressed concern with the application of chloride on this area 
of the township road for safety purposes. The road is steep at this location and 
during the winter the chloride causes icing of the road, resulting in slippery and 
unsafe conditions to occur.  
 
The Planning Commission approved the changes and advised Ms. DeVetter to 
proceed with taking these revised Findings of Facts & Recommendation to the 
County Board on June 9th, 2015. 
 
Ms. DeVetter stated that there will be a July meeting. 
 
Ken Folie gave a brief update on Dave Gosch hog barn. The concrete has been 
poured.  
 
Ms. DeVetter stated that the county has not heard from the Judge on the pending 
lawsuit.  
 
Adjourn 
Motion by Darren Durst, seconded by Harlan Buck, to adjourn.  Motion passed 
unanimously.  The meeting was adjourned at 8:11 P.M.  


